Billigs Publications (Green & Yellow vertically with Red B)

Allenstein specialised listings, Angra, US New York foreign mail cancellations, Austria
specialised listing (including Flights, Rocket Flights, Postal Stationery, Cancellations, Railroad,
Censor Offices, PO’s abroad), Lombardy, Venetia, Danube Steamship Co., Hungary cancellations
on Austria and first issues, Hungarian locals, W. Hungary, etc., Russia 1922 airmail forgeries,
Switzerland first issues specialised, forgeries, and Hotel Posts.

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 2  2nd Ed 1948
United States, Rocket stamps Australia, Batum, Belgium, Dictionary, Luxembourg forgeries,
Batum forgeries, United States grills forgeries, Belgium numeral cancellations, Belgium railroad
cancellations,

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 3  2nd Ed 1951
in Europe 1917-1921, Algeria Parcel Post stamps & Postal Stationery, Railroad, Post Offices and
numeral cancels), Bosnia Post offices, cancels and Postal Stationery. France locals, numeral
cancels, railroad PO’S, Courrier-Convoyeurs, specialised balloon flights. French Colonies and
Morocco forgeries, Morocco locals listings.

Billigs Specialised Catalogue. Volume 4  1st Ed 1949
Greece- Large Hermes Heads by Spink & Truman 19th Century Greek Post Offices with their
numbers

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 5  1st Ed 1945

USA Cancellations - Hand, Insect, letters K - S, Great Britain list of stamps used by railroads,
Hungary cancels on Austrian stamps, Elobey & Fernando Poo forerunners, German Offices in
China, Marianas and Marshall Islands (German), Kiauchau forerunners, India Native states Postal
Stationery, Ireland straight-line postmarks, numeral cancels, Italy advertising stamps, Mauritius
postmarks, Netherlands, Poland post offices after 1918, Brazil single circle cancels - no date,
Danzig and Estonia post offices, Finland cancels, France cancels (Paris PO’S, Railroad), German
booklet panes, submarine and telegraph stamps, Fiume, Puerto Rico, Sweden.

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 7  1st Ed 1948
Canada postal stationery, Canada and Newfoundland WWII postmarks, US list of route agents, US
County and Postmaster postmarks, Belgium, Chile, India, Monaco Fournier cancels forgeries,
France and Algeria Courriers Convoyeurs, Germany 1945 locals, PO abroad, German Colonies
cancels, NZ/Great Barrier Islands, N. German Postal District, Togo, Transjordania, Trinidad
numeral cancels, South American airmails.

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 8  1st Ed 1948
US cross cancellations, Brazil cancels, Salvador airs, Sardinia Post Offices, Schleswig cancels,
Spain numeral cancels and miniature sheets, Spanish offices in Morocco, Sweden Post Offices,
Turkey cancels, Upper Silesia Post Offices, Thurn & Taxis history, posts & postal markings
Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 9  1st Ed 1948
US single letter cancels T to Z, & triangles. Brazil straight line, star. French Morocco airs, German Colonies and E. Africa forerunners, German New Guinea and SW Africa, Hamburg cancel forgeries, Hanover, Heligoland, Italy numeral cancels, Japan postmark and cancellations (1890s), list of Post offices, commemorative cancels. Norway - plating No. 1 and Oscars. Orange Free State numeral and letter cancels, Paraguay air, Prussia numeral cancels. Russia - stamps, flights, locals, numeral cancels

US country and postmaster postmarks, Brazil and Philippines postal cancels, Western Hungary listings.

USA Cancellations -Animals, Birds, Leaves, USA Postmarks of Railway Mail Services, USA List of Railway Post Offices, Canada Postal Stationery, and list of Railway Post Offices, Baden list of Cancellations. Brazil Circular Cancellations. Airs of Canal Zone, Corfu, Curacao, Dutch Indies, French Sudan, Ionian Islands, Jugoslavia, Montenegro, Netherlends, Saar, Senegal, Sudan, South West Africa. Fournier cancel forgeries of Lubeck, Michlenburg, Parma and Saxony, Roman States and Parma. Funchal (Madeira). German Post Offices in Morocco. Greece Large Hermes Heads, Greece 19th Century Post Offices, Greek Local Posts, Honduras Post Offices, France 1863-71 lists and plating 20 cent Laure, NZ/Great Barrier Island platings, Italy Allied occupation overprints.

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 12  1st Ed 1950
Great Britain 1844 postmarks and numerals, Fiji post offices, Newfoundland travelling post offices, France plating 1863 20 cent, US year date, star and crescent, padlock, rectangular cancels, Baden numeral cancels, Brazil cancels. Hannover cancels. Machine Commats of Boston 1876-1886. German Post offices in Turkish Empire

Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 13  1st Ed 1950


Distinguishing characteristics of Classic stamps of European countries except old German States illus. (200 pages by H.Schloss)


**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 17**  1st Edition 1953

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 18**  1st Ed 1953

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 19**  1st Ed 1954 (2 copies)

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 20**  1st Ed 1956

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 23**  1st Ed 1956


The Zemstvo Gazetteer. Turkey - 1863 plating, Turkish cancellations, German Military Mission, Distinguishing marks of originals, Album Weeds. Phantom Stamps A - G.


**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 32** 1st Edition 197?
British Solomon Islands, Brunswick Canada numeral cancels, Argentine Republic forgeries, Prince Edward Is., France, Greenland, Portugal, etc., Numeral cancels. Postal stationery of Baden, Bahamas, Cayman Is, Cook Is, Danzig, Estonia, Bavaria, Brunswick, Bulgaria postmarks, Burma list PO, China treaty Ports. Falkland Is., Great Britain postmarks, Italian offices in China, Netherlands numeral cancels. (This contains many reprints of earlier articles refer Index)

New revised edition: Herman Herst - Fancy Cancellations on 19th Century US postage stamps

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 34** 2nd Edition
Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage stamps. Great Britain and The Empire in Europe part 1.

Encyclopaedia of Empire Postage stamps. Vol 1, part 2. Postal Stationery of GB, cancels of the British PO, Postal History subjects, Cyprus, Gibraltar, Malta, Ex British possessions

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 36**
Encyclopaedia of Empire Postage Stamps. Vol. 2 part 1, The Empire in Africa.

**Billigs Philatelic Handbook. Volume 37**
Encyclopaedia of Empire Postage Stamps. Vol 2 part 2. The Empire in Africa.

Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage stamps. The Empire in Asia part 2.

**NOTE:** Also shelved in Individual Countries are:

Australia- 41, 42, 43
British Commonwealth- 35, 36, 37, 38, 40
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